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Note : All questions are compulsoiy. All questions carry 
equal weightage. 

1. Answer the following question in about 
600 words : 

Describe the importance of curriculum 
designing, highlighting the importance of each 
stage. 

OR 

Explain the various sources of curriculum 
evaluation. Elaborate any one method of 
curriculum evaluation. 

2. Answer the following question in about 
600 words : 

Explain how a teacher can act as a curriculum 
leader in his/her classroom. Support your 
answer with suitable examples. 

OR 

Discuss the role of schools as curricula/. sites. 
illustrate by using suitable examples. 
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3. Answer any four of the following questions in 

about 150 words each : 

(a) Differentiate between overt and , hidden 
curriculum. 

(b) Explain Taba's model of curriculum design. 

(c) Differentiate between a Priori and 
a Posteriori 'Knowledge, citing suitable 
examples. 

(d) Explain the relationship between Ideology 
and Hegemony. 

(e) Explain the role of a teacher as a critical 
pedagogue. 

(f) Describe the models of implementing 
curriculum in schools. 

4. Answer the following question in about 
600 words : 

Select a topic from your subject area and suggest 
the strategies to promote construction of 
'Knowledge in classrooms. 
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